
“On-the-fly“ freight dimensioning 

CARGOMETER Dimension-in-Motion
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CARGOMETER is an innovative, cost-effective freight dimensioning solution for meas-
uring cargo “on-the-fly“ on moving forklift trucks. CARGOMETER offers clear logistical 
advantages in comparison to the stationary measurements that are currently common 
practice, or any kind of manual measurement:

Technical specifications

Measurement object 
- max. dimensions (LxWxH): 
1,500 x 1,500 x 2,000 mm 
(lager with module   
XL Dimensions) 
- max. weight: 2,500 kg

Barcode 
- direct integration from your 
system

Measurement 
- speed range: 2-10 km/h 
- material handling equipment:  
forklift, electro-stacker

Location 
- directly at the gates or over 
traffic routes

Low initial investment and step-by-step  
      extensions possible  
             > pay as you grow

Powerful software with numerous  
   sophisticated modules    
      > continuous development

Flexible and transparent  
   license models    
        > configure to fit

Order a test system  
  for one measure- 
     ment gate  
     > test it!

 Package dimensions, volume and weight are captured as it moves by, and are avail-
able instantly in the customer system. Images, videos, and a complete PDF report 
can be accessed directly in the system monitor via intranet. 

 The workflow can continue without interruption. Terminal processes do not have to 
be modified - regardless of whether measuring at loading gates or via portals. 

 Warehouse space is optimised – no more need for approach pathways and meas-
urement stations.

 Complete digitalisation of all shipments creates a foundation 
for supply chain optimisation and “big data” analyses:  
Logistics 4.0.

saves space 

saves time

makes money



One measurement system – many possibilities

Tailored to your requirements: CARGOMETER offers individually flexible so-
lutions - regardless of whether you want to measure cargo at loading gates 
or over traffic routes, or combine both. You are always on the safe side with 
our regular updates, reliable support and guaranteed availability times.

Gate systems
By the simple assembly of our sensors on loa-
ding gates, they are converted into measuring 
gates.

Portal systems 
By mounting directly over a traffic route it 
becomes a measuring section.

CARGOMETER GmbH
Gutheil-Schoder-Gasse 10  |  1100 Vienna  |  Austria 
office@cargometer.com  |  www.cargometer.com 
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Contact us! 

Austria: +43 1 934 6664 -10 
Germany: +49 151 1119 0486
or send an e-mail to
vertrieb@cargometer.com

Visit us at  
www.cargometer.com
or on our Youtube channel  
CARGOMETER GmbH

CARGOMETER grows with you

CARGOMETER offers numerous additional modules that can be switched on 
or off at any time. We are constantly working on the development of additional 
modules to cover your needs in the future as well.

CARGOMETER
Core

PDF Report
All measurement 
data at a glance

XL Dimensions
Module to extend the 
maximum dimensions

Net Dimensions
Specification of net dimensi-
ons for small packages 

Empty Pallet Recognition
Empty pallet sensing  
during loading

Pro Control
Control via barcode scanner

Weigh-in-Motion
Weight measurement

continuous 

developement

configure

to fit


